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SPRING ASCOT RACING CARNIVAL — TABTOUCH MASTERS SERIES 

Statement by Minister for Racing and Gaming 

MR P. PAPALIA (Warnbro — Minister for Racing and Gaming) [9.11 am]: I rise briefly to inform the house 
about the upcoming spring Ascot Racing Carnival, which includes the 2019 TABtouch Masters series. The Masters 
comprise three group 1 million-dollar races: the Kirin Railway Stakes Day, to be held on Saturday, 23 November; 
the Crown Perth Winterbottom Stakes Day, on Saturday 30 November; and the Magic Millions Kingston Town 
Classic Day, on Saturday, 7 December. The TABtouch Masters series is the world’s only single-track thoroughbred 
racing festival featuring a group 1 race worth at least $1 million to be held on three consecutive Saturdays. The 
series presents an opportunity for interstate and international visitors to discover Perth and surrounding regions. 
What is on offer in WA will be heavily promoted alongside the Masters, as well as accommodation deals in Perth. 
Tens of thousands of spectators attend the carnival, injecting millions of dollars into the local economy through 
visitor spend. It is estimated that for every dollar spent oncourse, a further 84¢ is spent offcourse, with retail, fashion, 
food and accommodation being the major beneficiaries of this expenditure. 

As part of the Masters promotion, Racing and Wagering Western Australia hosted a lunch in Sydney and Melbourne 
last week with key eastern states personalities, including part owner of Winx, Peter Tighe, and legendary trainers 
Gai Waterhouse and Tony McEvoy. Key journalists from The Australian, Channel 7, the Sydney Morning Herald, 
The Age and the Herald Sun were also in attendance. The event highlighted WA as the ultimate racing and tourist 
destination, with all guests treated to WA produce, along with a video showcasing the best of the state. The event 
was well received and high-profile trainers and media have already been confirmed to attend this year’s Masters 
as a result. 

Promotion locally will include an activation in Yagan Square from 6 to 8 November, through RWWA’s brand, 
The Races WA. The event will bring Ascot Racecourse to the city to generate excitement ahead of the  
TABtouch Masters series. The activation will be a carnival with off-the-track horses, horse and cart, and a 24-metre 
circular screen that people can race against jockeys on an assortment of creatures. However, to see horses race, 
members will have to go to Ascot. There will also be media personalities, WA jockeys, as well as a race between 
representatives of different political parties, including me facing off against my colleagues on the track at 
Yagan Square. The McGowan government is working to make the TABtouch Masters series a key event on 
Western Australia’s annual events calendar that supports and benefits the racing and tourism industries. 
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